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L I F E
Temal LIFE – For care and the elderly

Slipping and falling account for a large proportion

We continuously develop new solutions for care

of accidents inside bathrooms among elderly

and aging, such as our contrast water level

people. With support rails as well as handrails from

indicators for people with memory-impairment and

Temal, the risk of another incident is drastically

dementia, also our height adjustable washbasin for

reduced, and normal everyday life becomes easier

wheelchair

and safer for our elders. While good lighting in the

included in enamel wash basins do not contain any

restroom is an important factor, did you know that

toxic

a senior citizen actually might need up to 10 times

production environmentally friendly. In addition, the

more light than a younger adult to see properly?

enamel is bactericidal, scratch resistant and easy to

We provide cautious, safe lighting solutions for all

clean, thanks to the incredibly smooth surface.

users.

substances

The

components

which

in-turn

that

makes

are
the

your necessities.
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P U B L I C
Temal PUBLIC – For hotels, restaurants, and shops

The most important thing about a bathroom visit is

More options with Temal: Create an optional unique

that the room is clean, convenient and cozy. Temal

design in the enamel on our laundry facilities such

customizes the bathrooms on ex. hotel or restaurant

as company profile, slogan or photo-realistic

entirely according to the client’s need for design and

images. Or choose any color in the wash basin. And

functionality. With our enamel wash basin, the

because of our unique signature 5 cm concept,

bathrooms are easily cleaned and can handle a

customize any dimensions of all our basins, drawers,

hard, regular usage of many years. We also offer

countertops, high cabinets, storage furniture, mirrors

optimal, tailor-made storage solutions such as hall

and mirror cabinets.

furniture to hotel.
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SUR FACE
Temal SURFACE – For facade and wall cladding

Temal manufactures and customizes enamel

The enamel material is also dirt repellent and easy

cassettes for facade and wall cladding. The

to clean thanks to the pore-less smooth surface –

cassettes are available in a large number of

properties that make enamel cassettes especially

standard colors but also with photorealistic

suited to cluttered environments. The enamel

enamel pressures. Enamel cassettes are the most

surface also has excellent durability against

optimal material for the covering of facades and

ultraviolet radiation, air pollution, corrosion as well

walls, mainly due to its durability, where the

as chemicals. The components contained in the

hardness of the steel is combined with the

enamel carry no toxic substances.

chemical’s durability of the glass.
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B U I L D
Temal BUILD – For construction and renovation

For both construction and renovation can Temal
provide custom-made furniture for bathrooms,
kitchens, washrooms, and storage. Because we

More advantages with TEMAL:
•

products are approved in building

manufacture our own furniture and due to our 5cm concept, we can offer the most optimal
solution to the vast majority of other construction
projects. It can, for example, be about customizing
bathroom furniture to free up the floor space in a

We are ISO 9001-certifide and our
material assessment

•

Our BIM – object library can be
downloaded for free and is functional in
ArchiCAD and Revit-programming

recently built student dorm, small urban-fit
accommodations, or to provide a smart, functional
furniture design when renovating existing older
homes.
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We reserve the right to change due to the continuous product development and changes in material availability. We are not
responsible for printing errors. The product colors in the catalogs may, for print-related reasons, differ from the actual colors.

